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Remembering photographer David Johnson
Johnson chronicled Black San Francisco culture.
Resume03:40Mar 19, 2024


[image: Six onion braised chicken with chives. (Kathy Gunst/Here & Now)]3 onion recipes worth crying over
The onion family is vast and offers an enormous flavor range, from strong and assertive to mild and spring-like. These recipes show off onion flavors in unexpected ways.
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[image: The cover of &quot;Memory Piece&quot; beside author Lisa Ko. (Courtesy)]'Memory Piece' novel follows three Asian-American friends from the 1980s into 2040
National Book Award finalist Lisa Ko's new novel explores how the character's lives intersect and change over decades.
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[image: The cover of &quot;Broken&quot; and author Jessica Pryce. (Courtesy of Harper Collins and Aaron Kudja)]In 'Broken,' former caseworker examines problems in child protective services
In "Broken," Jessica Pryce looks back her CPS years and how they led her to quit and work for systemic change.
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Georgia election interference case: What's next?
Trump's lawyers are expected to appeal a decision last week that allowed district attorney Fani Willis to remain on the case despite the appearance of a conflict of interest with...
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Hamas killed Itay Chen on Oct. 7. His father honors his life
Itay Chen, a U.S.-Israeli citizen, was believed to be held hostage by Hamas.
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Health care coverage: What is Biden's plan in his 2025 budget proposal?
Biden is making efforts to cement his legacy on drug costs, cancer research and broad health care coverage.
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[image: Parachutes drop supplies into the northern Gaza Strip. (Leo Correa/AP)]Northern Gaza on the brink of famine
Half the enclave's population could reach the deadliest levels of hunger by July.
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Dollar General to remove self-checkout from thousands of stores
Other retailers have also pulled back, citing frustrations with the technology and theft.
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[image: Asitha Jayawardena and his eldest daughter. The two connected over a shared love of Caitlin Clark. (Courtesy of Asitha Jayawardena)]How Caitlin Clark became one man's 'cheat code' to connecting with his daughter
Minnesota children's otolaryngologist Asitha Jayawardena loved parenting his young daughters but was having trouble finding ways to connect with his older girl, whose interests were so different than his own.
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March Madness begins
In the women's competition, all eyes are on star player and record-breaker Caitlin Clark and her University of Iowa Hawkeyes. In the men's draw, the reigning champion University of Connecticut...
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Voters in Ohio, Arizona, Florida head to the polls for primaries
President Biden is campaigning in Arizona, which he very narrowly won in 2020.
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[image: Wisal Abu Odeh and her husband cooking near their tent at a makeshift U.N. camp for displaced Palestinians in Khan Younis. (Samar Abu Elouf/New York Times)]Journalists discuss haunting photos from Gaza and the choice to print them
An Israeli delegation is expected to arrive on Monday in Qatar for talks with mediators trying to broker a temporary ceasefire and hostage release.
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How a proposed settlement will potentially shake up the real estate industry
If approved by a federal court, the settlement could impact home prices and reduce the amount of brokers in the real estate industry.
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[image: An illustration from &quot;Flap Your Hands.&quot; (Courtesy of Lee & Low Books)]New children’s book ‘Flap Your Hands’ celebrates stimming as expression
People with autism often face a stigma for stimming — a repetitive behavior to regulate emotions that can sometimes look like someone flapping their hands or wiggling their fingers.
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Future of child care depends on early educators and parents using their voices
Child care advocates have been organizing for years to secure better care for young children.
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Supreme Court hears case on government actions with online misinformation
What can the government do to combat it?
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[image: Megan Piphus's new hip-hop album features 10 &quot;real&quot; kids and five voiced by her. (Courtesy of Sir the Baptist & Audri Johnson for Temple/Mays Playground)]Puppeteer Megan Piphus creates hip-hop album for kids
A few years ago, Megan Piphus became the first Black woman puppeteer on Sesame Street.
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[image: A one-year-old from El Salvador clings to his mother after she turned themselves in to Border Patrol agents on December 7, 2015 near Rio Grande City, Texas. (John Moore/Getty Images)]Mothers and children experiencing ‘severe anxiety’ at border camps
After a recent trip to migrant camps along the U.S.-Mexico border, a mental health expert is sharing her observations to better inform how policymakers and advocates understand the challenges facing...
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Putin wins presidential election in Russia
Russian President Vladimir Putin declared a landslide reelection victory on Sunday, giving him at least six more years in office.
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